D ATA S H E E T

Phishing Campaigns
In a recent study that polled hackers and penetration
testers, 27% of respondents said their favorite type
of attack to execute was social engineering. Of those
social engineering attacks, 62% said their favorite was
phishing. The reason: the human factor continues to
be one of the most exploitable areas of cybersecurity.
While no organization can completely eliminate risk
from the human factor, measuring the effectiveness
of your security awareness training programs and
employee risk can focus your remediation efforts
to minimize the likelihood of a breach and avoid
regulatory consequences.
eSentire Phishing Campaigns leverage intelligence
from our Managed Detection and Response platform,
which identifies social engineering attacks used to
bypass traditional security controls. Our certified
technical testing team works with your internal teams
to build and execute customized phishing campaigns
that are unique to your organization, in order to
generate the most realistic results. At the end of the
engagement, our technical testers will provide a
detailed report, with results focused on:
• Viewed emails

• Opened attachments

• Clicked links

• Employee results

• Interactions with decoy • Remediation guidance
webpages

WHAT CAPABILITIES ARE WE TESTING?

PREVENTION

DETECTION

RESPONSE

WHAT DOES A PHISHING CAMPAIGN
HELP YOU ANSWER?
• What is our risk from the human factor?
• Are employees able to spot and will they
report phishing emails?
• Is our security awareness training
program effective?
• Do we have employees in critical areas that
present high risk?
• Where should we be putting our security
investments to mitigate risk from the
human factor?

BENEFITS
• Identify high risk employees
• Validate effectiveness of your security awareness
training program
• Prioritize prevention and detection measures
against areas of greatest risk
• Meet compliance mandates
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SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE
Vulnerability
Assessment
(Internal or
External)

Phishing

Web App Test

Wireless Pen
Test

Penetration
Test (Internal or
External)

Red Team

Stealth

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

Scoping

Reports on all
systems and
vulnerabilities
found on
in-scope systems

Reports on all
target users

Reports
on all web
applications and
vulnerabilities
found on
in-scope web
applications

Threat modeling
(from a wireless
perspective)

Threat modeling
(includes suitable
testing scenario)

Customized
engagement
goals

•

•

Test users

Goal seeking

Goal seeking

Goal seeking/
Test response

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Target Users
Objective

Broad scan

Goal seeking

Can be performed on premise
Can be performed remotely

•

Vulnerability Scanning

•

Detailed Report

•

•

•
•

•

Post-exploitation

•
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Review compromised system
for any data that allows further
compromise
Port scanning

•
•
•

Exploitation
Escalation

•
•

Pivoting
Continue post-exploitation as
necessary
Review compromised or target
systems for business-critical data

•

Report narrative

•

Attack planning and preparation
Crack "decrypt" any obtained
passwords
Phishing

(as necessary)

•
•

Recon on in-scope targets
Manual testing to simulate attacker
methods and techniques

(as necessary)

•

•
•

Vishing
OSINT to gather additional targets

•

•
•

Perimeter breach: Wireless (as
necessary)

(as necessary)

Perimeter breach: Physical testing
and drop box placement (as
necessary)

(as necessary)
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METHODOLOGY

1
Establish rules of engagement
•
•
•
•
•
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Goals and objectives
Scope and validation of targets
Timelines
Reporting requirements
Personnel, roles and responsibilities

• Design customized Phishing template
to be used within campaign
• Approval of templates
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Execution
• Phishing emails deployed
1. Email
• An email customized to fit the interests of the recipients.
2. Link
• The email references a link and encourages the recipient to click the link to take action or get
more information.
3. Phishgate
• The link takes the recipient to a “phishgate,” a mock malicious website that will ask for some
information.
4. Exit Webpage
• If the recipient interacts with the phishgate, they will be taken to an exit page, usually an error page
encouraging them to try again later.
• Monitor statistics and provide updates to client through testing timeline
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Draft and final report
WHAT TO EXPECT IN YOUR REPORT
A detailed report will be provided that identifies the methodology and findings of the engagement. An initial draft
report will be created to confirm the validity of the findings upon which subsequent reports may be generated
(dependent on the intent of the assessment and its eventual audience).
This will include:
• Methodology employed
• Detailed findings showing the results of each campaign including which users clicked on links, interacted with the
decoy webpages and opened attachments
After the reports are created, we can set up a meeting to share and discuss the findings.
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MAKE THE CASE FOR AN eSENTIRE PHISHING CAMPAIGN

Customized campaigns to ensure simulation

Clear reporting and detailed findings

of real-world scenarios
Leverages the latest phishing tactics that

Includes detailed discussion with eSentire

bypass traditional security controls as

Advisory Services team members on

seen by our Managed Detection and

findings and remediation guidance

Response platform
Phishing campaigns created by experienced
and certified Penetration Testers (CEH, OSCP,
CISSP, etc.)

NEXT STEPS

Put eSentire MDR
to the test

Learn more about
eSentire Advisory
Services

Learn more about
eSentire MDR

eSentire is the largest pure-play Managed Detection and Response (MDR) service provider, keeping
organizations safe from constantly evolving cyber-attacks that technology alone cannot prevent. Its
24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC), staffed by elite security analysts, hunts, investigates, and
responds in real-time to known and unknown threats before they become business-disrupting events.
Protecting more than $5 trillion in corporate assets, eSentire absorbs the complexity of cybersecurity,
delivering enterprise-grade protection and the ability to comply with growing regulatory requirements.
For more information, visit www.eSentire.com and follow @eSentire.

Access free
cybersecurity tools
and resources

